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SEE ALL COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES &gt; Compatible+ - SORRY, BUT THERE ARE CURRENTLY NO ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE. Description of Hard Disk:Flash Memory Solid State Hard Disk Description:ssd Hard Disk Description:Flash Memory Solid State Hard Disk Description:Flash Memory Solid State Visit the help section or
contact us Lenovo Yoga Smart Tab is more than just an entertainment tablet, its virtual assistant features add excellent support for the Smart Home ecosystem. Lenovo Yoga 520 is the successor and innovation of the senior Lenovo Yoga 510. It is a highly valued laptop model in the world and Vietnam markets. Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Yoga
has made a spectacular comeback with Intel's 10th generation Comet Lake processor but still doesn't have a removable graphics card. The Lenovo Yoga C940 has a beautiful design, along with 4K and 1080p display options, good brightness, bright colors, fast performance, and long battery life. What's so special about the ThinkPad X1
Yoga 2-in-1 laptop? Please find out in this article. Lenovo Yoga Tab 3 8 has a luxurious design that caters to the needs of work and entertainment well for everyday users. Lenovo Yoga 3 Pro was once considered a formidable rival to microsoft surface pro 3. In this article, we'll compare Lenovo's blockbuster with Apple's MacBook Pro
Retina. The company continues to introduce Yoga Tablet 10 HD+ with many improvements in screen quality, hardware. Of all the devices running Windows 8 that have been launched no device is more attractive than the 13-inch Lenovo IdeaPad Yoga. It's attractive, versatile, versatile and has a staggering price. Digital River Ireland Ltd is
an authorized reseller and merchant of products and services offered in this store. Sarah Tew/CNET Whenever someone asks me for a Windows alternative to a MacBook Air, my answer for over a year has been lenovo IdeaPad 730S or Yoga 730 two-in-one generally because it's cheaper, but it gives you the same look and feel and
potentially better performance. They are just great ultraportables for normal, daily home office or school work and the Lenovo Yoga C740 is no different. The C740, available in sizes 14 and 15.6 inches, is an update to the Yoga 730. It falls in the middle of yoga's current two-in-one convertible range with the C940 on top and 13.3 inches of
C640 below. The 15.6-inch C740 is basically the same as the 14 inches I tested, but with a larger screen and a keyboard with a number pad. My configuration list is for $870, but Lenovo regularly runs sales on it and, at the moment, it's $730. A similar configuration is available in the UK for £681 and in Australia for AU$1,800. Price as
reviewed $870 Display size/14-inch resolution 1,920x1,080 touch screen CPU 1.6GHz Intel Core i5-10210U Memory 8GB DDR4 8GB2,666MHz (solder) Graphics 128MB Integrated UHD Graphics Storage 512GB SSD M.2 2280 PCIe NVMe Networking Intel 9560 802.11ac, Bluetooth 5.0 operating system Windows 10 10 64-bit version of
1903 Sarah Tew / CNET Less chin, more screenAt 3 pounds (1.4kg), C740 about half a pound heavier than its predecessor, but also jumped from a screen 13.3 inches to a 14 inch. Surprisingly, though, their bodies are similar in size and the C740 is actually shorter because Lenovo removes a lot of the bottom bezel of the screen. The
screen itself has good color and brightness, although you should still see past reflections outside or under bright office lighting. The 720p webcam above the screen has one of Lenovo's small sliding shutters that physically blocks the camera. And if you like using digital assistants, the C740 also has a remote field microphone and Amazon
Alexa support. You can access it even when you're not actively using a laptop. The C740 has a comfortable keyboard with two levels of backlighting and a precision touchpad that is smooth and responsive. Lenovo's Sarah Tew/CNET offers several C740 configurations that include a choice of 10th generation Core i5 or i7 processors
(Comet Lake, not Ice Lake architecture), up to 16GB of memory, integrated UHD 630 graphics, and up to 1TB of PCIe SSD storage. My configuration is perfect for typical work and entertainment use, and the battery life was impressive at over 11 hours on our streaming video tests. You might want to get 16GB of memory to help with
multitasking, though. Memory is sold, which means you can't add more post-purchase. Storage, on the other hand, can be upgraded on its own quite easily. The C740 has two USB-C ports, but they are not Thunderbolt 3. Sarah Tew/CNET Live with C740 or up to C940? Most people looking for a versatile laptop will be well presented with
the Yoga C740, even if you never intended to use it as a tablet. It looks pen enabled, so if you decide you want to use it for casual sketches or take notes, you just have to pick up the pen. On the other hand, if you know you want a pen, the C940, which starts at $1,250, comes with one and has a storage and charging garage built into the
body of a laptop. It also has Thunderbolt 3 support for its USB-C port, while the C740 does not. The sound is better on the C940 as well, thanks to a soundbar hinge that delivers clear audio regardless of the screen position, and has a wireless 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6), which gives you a bit of futureproofing, assuming you haven't jumped to the
latest wireless standard. Finally, you can configure it with a six-core Core i7 processor and HDR 400 UHD display (3,840x2,160 pixels). That is the main difference between the two and, for me, they are great things to have, but there is no need to consider the price difference. With yoga C740, you still walk away with two-in-one which is
excellent for money. See all photos of +24 Other Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 (Intel) Apple MacBook Air (13 2019) Longer bar shows better performance Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 (Intel) Apple MacBook Air (13-inch, 2019) Longer bar shows better Apple MacBook Air (13-inch, 2019) Longer Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 (Intel) Bar shows
better performance (in minutes) Lenovo Yoga C740 Microsoft Windows 10 Home (64-bit); 1.6GHz Intel Core Intel Core i5-10210U; 8GB DDR4 2.67GHz RAM; Intel UHD 630 128MB graphics; 512GB Lenovo Yoga C940 SSD Microsoft Windows 10 Home (64-bit); 1.3GHz Intel Core i7-1065G7; 12GB DDR4 4.27GHz RAM; Intel Iris Plus
128MB graphics; 512GB Apple MacBook Air SSD (13-inch, 2019) MacOS Mojave 10.14.5; 1.6GHz Intel Core i5-8210Y; 8GB 2.13GHz DDR4 RAM; Intel UHD 128MB 617 graphics; 256GB Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 SSD (Intel) Microsoft Windows 10 Pro (64-bit); 1.3GHz Intel Core i7-1065G7; 16GB DDR4 4.27GHz RAM; Intel Iris Plus
128MB graphics; 256GB Lenovo Yoga SSD 730 Microsoft Windows 10 Home (64-bit); 1.6GHz Intel Core Intel Core i5-8250U; 8GB 2.4GHz DDR4 RAM; Intel UHD 620 128MB graphics; 256GB Microsoft Surface Pro 6 SSD Microsoft Windows 10 Home (64-bit); 1.6GHz Intel Core Intel Core i5-8250U; 8GB DDR4 1.87GHz RAM; Intel UHD
620 128MB graphics; 256GB SSD SSD
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